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A Tacoma woman who has
refused for over a year to
comply with court orders to
isolate and get treated for
tuberculosis, leading to a
warrant for her arrest, has yet to
be taken into custody, it was
revealed during a hearing on
Friday.
The woman, who’s identified

in court documents by her ini-
tials, “V.N.,” remains wanted by
law enforcement after once
again being found in contempt

of court mandates, Pierce Coun-
ty Superior Court Judge Philip K.
Sorensen ruled.
Unless she’s in custody, the

woman has been ordered to
isolate at a confidential address
for up to 45 days.
“She’s refusing to turn herself

in, (her) attorney’s not making
her come in and the family’s not
helping as well,” Pierce County
Sheriff’s spokesman Sgt. Darren
Moss said by phone Friday. “If
we can’t find her, we can’t ar-
rest her. If we knew where she
was, she would be in custody.”
Sarah Tofflemire, a court-

appointed public attorney repre-

senting the woman, declined to
comment on whether her cli-
ent’s whereabouts were known
or what her client’s objections to
the court’s orders have been.
The objections, most recently
filed before an April hearing, are
under seal.
The Tacoma-Pierce County

Health Department, citing a
danger to the public, has repeat-
edly sought and received court
orders since January 2022 to
compel the woman to get treat-
ment and isolate. In March, a
warrant was issued for her
arrest.
Law enforcement observed

someone they believed to be her
leaving their home, getting onto
a city bus and arriving at a local
casino, a court filing last month
showed. Surveillance continued
in the days that followed, but
the person believed to be V.N.
wasn’t at their residence. Moss
said that the filing was supposed
to be sealed because it revealed
surveillance tactics and could tip
the woman off to law enforce-
ment activity.
He declined to comment on

the surveillance tactics of the
department, which has been
tasked with executing the war-
rant. Other law enforcement

agencies that may come into
contact with her can also act on
the warrant, he said. Generally,
when suspects are sought by
authorities, an agency will issue
a bulletin with the suspect’s
name and photo to solicit assist-
ance from the public.
The woman’s confidentiality

has made that impossible and
more challenging for authorities
to find her, Moss said.
In a May 10 court filing, the

health department said it had
determined or had reason to
believe that she was still in-
fected with the disease, which
typically affects the lungs, is
caused by airborne germs
spread person to person and can
be deadly if not treated, accord-
ing to the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention.
The woman’s case was identi-

fied after she previously sought
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lecting information about U.S.
citizens and others may make it
harder for the agency to mar-
shal support in Congress to
renew the law, which is due to
expire at the end of this year. It
may also create additional head
winds for the FBI, which has
been under attack for years by
former president Donald
Trump and his political sup-
porters. House lawmakers
aligned with Trump held a
hearing this week trying to
show the nation’s premier law
enforcement agency is biased
against conservatives.
The Foreign Intelligence

Surveillance Court, which over-
sees Section 702, has also pres-
sured the FBI, writing in the
April 2022 opinion that was
unsealed Friday that if the
agency doesn’t perform better,
the court will crack down and
order its own changes to FBI
surveillance practices.

The FBI has misused a pow-
erful digital surveillance tool
more than 278,000 times,
including against crime victims,
January 6 riot suspects, people
arrested at protests in the wake
of the police killing of George
Floyd in 2020, and – in one
case – 19,000 donors to a con-
gressional candidate, according
to a newly-unsealed court docu-
ment.
The FBI says it has already

fixed the problems, which it
blamed on a misunderstanding
between its employees and
Justice Department lawyers
about how to properly use a
vast database named for the
legal statute that created it,
Section 702.
But the failures to use the 702

database correctly when col-

The Section 702 database is a
vast trove of electronic commu-
nications and other information
which can be searched by the
National Security Agency and
the FBI. The FBI is authorized
to search the database only
when agents have reason to
believe such a search will pro-
duce information relevant to
foreign intelligence purposes,
or evidence of crimes.
Built in the aftermath of the

Sept. 11, 2001 terrorist attacks,
U.S. officials have long consid-
ered the database one of the
prize jewels of the U.S. national
security apparatus. Its primary
purpose is targeting foreign
intelligence or terrorism in-
formation. But the sweeping
nature of the kinds of informa-
tion the database includes has
long worried civil rights ad-
vocates, who argue the govern-
ment has proven it cannot be
trusted to use the system care-

fully.
The court “is encouraged by

the amendments to the FBI’s
querying procedures,” Judge
Rudolph Contreras of the FISA
court wrote in the opinion un-
sealed Friday, which detailed
the nearly 300,000 abuses
logged between 2020 and early
2021. “Nonetheless, compli-
ance problems with the que-
rying of Section 702 informa-
tion have proven to be persist-
ent and widespread. If they are
not substantially mitigated by
these recent measures, it may
become necessary to consider
other responses, such as sub-
stantially limiting the number
of FBI personnel with access to
unminimized Section 702 in-
formation.”
While House Judiciary Com-

mittee chairman Jim Jordan
(R-Ohio) has argued the FBI
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The FBI, led by Christopher Wray, says it has already fixed surveillance problems, which it blamed on a misunderstanding between its
employees and Justice Department lawyers about how to properly use a vast database named for the legal statute that created it, Section
702.
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WASHINGTON
Debt limit talks came to an

abrupt standstill Friday after
Republican House Speaker Ke-
vin McCarthy said it’s time to
“pause” negotiations. A White
House official acknowledged
there are “real differences”
making further discussions
difficult.
McCarthy said resolution to

the standoff is “easy,” if only
Democratic President Joe Bi-
den’s team would agree to some
spending cuts Republicans are
demanding. Democrats
staunchly oppose the steep re-
ductions Republicans have put
on the table as potentially harm-
ful to Americans.
It is unclear when negotia-

tions would resume, though
talks could pick up again over
the weekend.
“We’ve got to get movement

by the White House and we
don’t have any movement yet,”
McCarthy, R-Calif., told report-
ers at the Capitol. “So, yeah,
we’ve got to pause.”
A White House official said

the president’s team is working
hard towards a “reasonable
bipartisan solution” that can
pass both the House and the
Senate.
Biden’s administration is

racing to strike a deal with Re-
publicans led by McCarthy as
the nation careens toward a
potentially catastrophic debt
default if the government fails
to increase the borrowing limit,
now at $31 trillion, to keep pay-
ing the nation’s bills.
The president, who has been

in Japan attending the Group of
Seven summit, had no imme-
diate comment. But White
House press secretary Karine
Jean-Pierre said Biden planned
to be briefed on the negotiations
by his team Friday evening.
Biden had departed early from a
Friday night dinner with G7
leaders in Hiroshima.
Biden had already planned to

cut short the rest of his trip and
he is expected to return to
Washington later Sunday.
Negotiators met Friday for a

third day behind closed doors at
the Capitol with hopes of set-
tling on an agreement this

Negotiators
put debt limit
talks on hold
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